Finally…
a TRaINIng baTon that
acts like the real thing!
Blue Baton* represents the many expandable police,
military, corrections and security batons that are
in the field. Now your officers and soldiers can
train with a tool that is more realistic than most
existing training batons.
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about us:
Blue Training Systems is a small business dedicated to
increasing the safety of law enforcement, military and
security operators by making their training experience
more realistic.
The owner of Blue Training Systems, Clive Milligan,
is a veteran law enforcement officer with over twenty
years of policing experience in a major metropolitan
police agency in Canada. He has spent a majority of his
service teaching officers force options including: CQB,
OCS, Baton, Tactical Communication, Multiple Assailants,
RBT, Winning Mindset, Crowd
Control and most recently
Waterborne Combatives.
He recognized a missing
component (non-realistic
training batons) in the collection
of training equipment and
RBT gear.

Its minimal weight, approximately
90 grams/3.17 oz, makes it less
susceptible to causing injury than
heavier training batons
(Mass x Acceleration = Force)

Blue Baton comes with two different end caps should
the officer currently use a mushroom-shaped or regular
based end cap. The striking section of the baton is made
from synthetic rubber which is flexible when used.
Blue Baton also fits into the multitude of common
holsters/scabbards whether open or closed.
*Patent Pending

www.bluetrainingsystems.ca
www.bluebaton.ca
toll free: 1.888.946.8079
local: 604.946.8079
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Introduces BLuE BaTon
A revolution in police,
military + corrections training batons
www.bluetrainingsystems.ca
www.bluebaton.ca

a revolution…
in police, military
+ corrections
training batons.
Until the design of Blue Baton by Blue Training
Systems, there was no known expandable/collapsible
training baton of its design currently on the market.
Blue Baton is made from a lightweight nylon which
is molded into an expandable baton and can
withstand extreme forces and temperatures while
maintaining its integrity under normal striking/
combative training conditions. Its unique design does
not require any special gadgetry to operate it and
does not require any special maintenance before,
during or after its use.
• Same training techniques as before
• Withstands a wide range of weather environments
• Optional mushroom end cap
• Fits in most holsters
• No maintenance required

Reality Based Training
has never been so real!
This unit allows the officer to select the baton
(if appropriate) and actually employ the same motor
skills and negative time framing (accessing, drawing,
extending, striking) that he/she would in the field.
It also builds effective “mind maps” from repetition
of proper technique.
Safety Note:

Visit www.bluebaton.ca for details
and training tips or call toll free
1-888-946-8079

This training baton should only be used on
fully padded and trained role players or on inanimate
striking surfaces such as martial arts training/striking bags.
Refrain from Deadly Force Targets (head, neck, throat,
groin) and unprotected hands or skin.

gREaT FOR
BaToN PRaCTICE
TECHNIQUES!

